
Fall is my favorite season, and my favorite time of year 

to decorate my home. Why purchase a premade sign 

for your wall when you can custom create your own? 

Thanks to the ScanNCut machine, and the awesome 

stencil material that Brother sells, painting your own 

décor has never been easier! For this project, I included 

a number of layers before adding in dimensional 

accents, and I love the results! A cluster of leaves and 

buttons, a bit of sparkle, and (of course) lots of fall 

colors. This is a sign I will treasure for a long time. 

“Fall Love” Wall Hanging

May Flaum

MATERIALS: 
ScanNCut Machine; Stencil Material; Wood or Canvas Board; Paint; 

Paste; Paint Brush; Color Sprays; Buttons and Embellishments; Hot 

Glue; and Paper for Leaves 

step 1. step 2. Draw your designs, and then scan 

into ScanNCut and save as a file(s) 

to USB drive or machine. 

Cut your designs out using the 

stencil material (item #CASTCL1) 

with the ScanNCut. 

projects

Opinion expressed by paid consultant. Color and specifications may vary.

step 3. Use the material around the “fall love” design to create your stencil pattern onto the 

wood. Apply paste to the area carefully. Remove the stencil, and let paste fully dry.

Tip: Use more paste than you need so that the stencil remains in 
place, and then remove excess once complete.



step 4. Use the central heart that was cut from stencil material to create a mask on the 

wood, and apply paint around the edges. Repeat this with additional colors and 

parts of the heart stencil as desired. 

step 5. Paint the words with gold paint, and then add a bit of glitter (if desired). Let fully dry. 

“FALL LOVE” WALL HANGING (CONTINUED)

step 6. 

step 7. 

step 8. 

Using the ScanNCut machine, cut leaves out ranging from 1 1/2" – 4" in width and 

from materials such as cardstock, patterned paper, fabric, or cork. 

If a more aged look is desired, ink the edges with 

brown ink. Then, glue to the wood as desired. 

Finish project by adding buttons, beads, and other embellishments.

Opinion expressed by paid consultant. Color and specifications may vary.

Tip: Allow layers to fully dry if you want a 
clean look, or create while still wet for paint 
blending!

Tip: Fold the edges and create more 
dimension for your leaves. 


